Parameter (or variable) 
Introduction
In this paper, the parameter (or variable) of automotive embedded networked control system is named as signal. All kinds of status signal and control signal are basic element for well-working of automotive embedded networked control system. The instance of signal, termed as the data of this signal, identifies different parameter value in automotive embedded networked control system. For example, "engine speed" is a signal. 1000rpm is one data of engine speed and a parameter value of EEC (Engine Electronic Control) subsystem and other subsystems. In a word, the basic function of automotive embedded networked control system is to share datum of signals between different ECUs (Electronic Control Units) based on in-vehicle network technology.
Signal transmission in automotive embedded networked control system is implemented by frame (in this paper CAN (Controller Area Network) [1] [2] is used a s the in-vehicle network protocol) which is the data unit exchanged in data link layer of ISO/OSI (International Standardization Organization/Open System Interconnect) Reference Model. Before sending the data of signal, it is packaged into CAN data frame a ccording to CAN standard/extended frame format in data link layer. Every CAN data frame includes not only the data of signal but also some additional control information. After receiving CAN data frame, it is unpacked in data link layer and transferred the data of signal to upper layers.
Because the signal transmission is implemented by CAN data frame, the temporal characteristics of frame depend on the temporal characteristic of signal [3] . After being provided ECU set, the signal set sent over the network of each ECU and the characteristics, such as period, deadline and size etc., of each signal, one can build the frame set on each ECU, the signals packaged into each frame and furthermore obtain the characteristics, such as size,
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Consumption Optimization Jian HU, Gangyan LI, Yeqiong SONG 16 period, deadline and priority etc., of each frame. The construction and priority selection of frame decide the response time of frame and will obviously produce an impact on system performance. The simplest signal framing method is OSpF (One Signal per Frame) method, i.e. each signal is packaged into one frame. There are several hundreds of signals in automotive embedded networked control system, thus it produces several hundreds of CAN data frames with OSpF method. So many frames will increase the possibility of frame transmission conflict and network bandwidth consumption. Although SAE J1939 [4] [5] has defined almost all the parameters and frames for heavy truck, this method causes the waste of bandwidth consumption because it specifies to use all the 8 bytes of data field of CAN extended frame even if there is no signal to be packaged. In automotive embedded networked control system, incremental design is a standard design procedure, i.e. new functions will be added into the existing system according to the market requirement and technology development. It means that more ECUs will be added into the existing system and more signals will be exchanged over the network. However, the bandwidth of CAN is limited (1Mbps), the problem is to find an optimal configuration method of signal framing under schedulability and bandwidth minimization constraints so as to provide more remaining bandwidth for system extension. Therefore, it is necessary to research on the signal framing method of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization.
For a given ECU, the signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization is to construct a frame set } , , , {
The aims of this problem are: (1) the value of bc, bandwidth consumption, is minimal; (2) the system composed by all the frame sets of ECUs is schedulable.
In this paper, the signal framing methods of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization are mainly studied. The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows: In section 2, the signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization is described. And the computing complexity of this problem is analyzed in section 3. Based on bin -packing heuristic algorithm, in section 4, the signal framing methods of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization are presented. Appl ying NETCARBENCH [6] and algorithm implementation tool, in section 5, the signal framing heuristic algorithm performances of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization is analyzed and evaluated. Finally, in section 6 the results of this paper and the future work are concluded and presented.
2. Description of signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization
) of automotive embedded networked control system is characterized by a tuple (
T is the production period of i s . Although the clocks of the ECUs are not synchronized in CAN-based system, it usually can be assumed that the first production time of all signals on the same ECU takes place at the same time. Therefore, the signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization can be described as follows: ECU number is q. For a given ECU,
, the maximal data field length of ) ( 
so as to minimize the bandwidth consumption and make the system composed by all the frame sets of ECUs is schedulable?
The mathematic model of this problem is as follows:
It is shown that the signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization belongs to combinatorial optimization problem. Comparing this problem with bin-packing problem, it is concluded that the signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization is a special bin-packing problem.
Computing complexity analysis of signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization
Because the signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization is a special bin-packing problem, furthermore bin-packing problem is NPC (Non-deterministic Polynomial-Complete) problem which hasn't found polynomial Signal Framing Methods of Automotive Embedded Networked Control System for Bandwidth Consumption Optimization Jian HU, Gangyan LI, Yeqiong SONG 18 time optimization algorithm, it is induced that the signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization is also a NPC problem which hasn't found polynomial time optimization algorithm up to now [7] . The computing complexity of signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization is illustrated as follows.
In order to package n signals into m CAN data frames, it needs to create all the m partitions from signal set. The partition number is [8] 
For example, it is assumed that there are three signals,
, on the same ECU. In order to package these signals into 2 CAN data frames, the partition number is
.In order to package these three signals into 1 CAN data frame and 3 CAN data frame respectively, it also can be calculated that the partition number are 1 and 1 respectively.
If it is assumed that n signals can be packaged into 1 CAN data frame, the number m of frames per ECU could vary from 1 to n where n is the number of signals produced by the ECU. Thus, for 
The solutions space would grow very quickly if n and k increase. For instance with 10 signals per ECU ( 115975
) and 10 ECUs, the exhaustive search needs to consider about 50 10 4.4  cases. Moreover, this evaluation doesn't take account of the frame priority assignment. It is shown that exhaustive approach doesn't fit for actual automotive application. It is necessary to design and apply heuristic method for resolving this problem. BC is the bandwidth consumption of frame in bps; P is frame priority which will be greater if the value is smaller; R is the worst-case response time of frame; S is the signal set after framing.
Signal framing methods of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization
Because the data field of CAN data frame is transmitted with byte as unit, the actual transmission length of data field of CAN data frame
In this paper, the signals will be packaged into CAN extended frame. The worst-case length of CAN extended data frame is
The bandwidth consumption of
As shown in Figure. 1, signal framing method of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization consists of four different parts. The first part aims at constructing a heuristic algorithm for bandwidth consumption optimization according to the signal set of each ECU. Applying DM (Deadline Monotonic) method [9] , the target of the second part is to assign priorities for frames produced by heuristic algorithm. The third part analyzes the schedulability of frame set under worst-case condition [10] . Should the schedulability analysis fail, then in the fourth part, one applies deadline relaxation method to augment the deadline of frame by separating the signal with the smallest deadline from the non-schedulable frame. One continues this cycle until the frame set is schedulable or there is no frame to be decomposed.
Signal 
OSpF method
In order to analyze and compare the performance of different algorithm, OSpF (One Signal per Frame) is used as one type of signal framing methods. The description of OSpF method is given below:
Step Step 2: As long as there is one signal of this ECU or there are signals of other ECUs not inserted into a frame, return to step 1, otherwise enter step 3. The final constructed frame set is } , , , {
Step 3: Sort all frames in increasing order of deadline i D , assign priority for every frame based on DM priority assignment method, i.e. the smaller the i D is, the smaller the i P is (the greater the priority is).
Step 4: Analyze the schedulability of frame set } , , , {
Step 4(a): if
F is schedulable, the signal framing result is: Success.
Step 4(b): if
F is non-schedulable, the signal framing result is: Failure.
BFBCD-BCO method
Similar to BFD (Best Fit Decreasing), one of the typical bin-packing problem heuristic algorithms, BFBCD-BCO (Best Fit with Bandwidth Consumption Decreasing for Bandwidth Consumption Optimization) method packages signals, with same or approximate bandwidth consumption, into the same frame so as to reduce bandwidth consumption of frames. The description of BFBCD-BCO method is given below:
Step 1: On each ECU, sort all signals in deceasing order of signal bandwidth consumption, Step 3: As long as there is one signal not inserted into a frame, return to step 2; as long as there are signals of other ECUs not inserted into a frame, return to step 1; otherwise enter step 4. The final constructed frame set is } , , , {
Step 4: Sort all frames in increasing order of deadline i D , assign priority for every frame based on DM priority assignment method, i.e. the smaller the i D is, the smaller the i P is (the greater the priority is).
Step 5: Analyze the schedulability of frame set } {
under worst-case condition.
Step 5(a): if
Step 5(b): if
F is non-schedulable, one constructs  F , non-schedulable frame set, in which every frame contains at least two signals and the worst-case response time is greater than deadline. Find the frame in  F , D D 1 .
The remaining steps of BFD-FNO method are the same with step 3, step 4 and step 5 of BFBCD-BCO method.
Signal framing heuristic algorithm performance analysis of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization

Data benchmark of signal framing heuristic algorithm performance analysis
In order to analyze signal framing heuristic algorithm performance, the performance of different heuristic algorithms is compared by large-scale calculation method. The precondition of large-scale calculation is to produce data benchmark for heuristic algorithm. Because of confidentiality and the competition between automotive manufacturers, very little information has been published concerning data benchmarks. The only two available benchmarks are the SAE benchmark and the PSA benchmark. They often have both been used for evaluating and comparing the performance of automotive embedded networked control-related techniques and tools. But these two benchmarks are fixed and can't suit with the different requirements of special applications. Therefore, NETCARBENCH [6] , developed by TRIO, LORIA-INRIA, France, is applied to produce data benchmark for signal framing heuristic algorithm performance analysis.
NETCARBENCH supports parametric design and automatically generates data benchmark according to user-defined configuration. The user configures the characteristics of data benchmark with configuration file in terms of special application. NETCARBENCH abstracts parameters of network and message (the message of NETCARBENCH includes frame and signal) and finally produces data benchmark. Given a configuration file and an integer parameter n, NETCARBENCH can generate n signal/message sets complying with the user-defined specifications.
In this paper, the parameters of configuration file are configured according to the actual characteristics of automotive embedded networked control system:
(1) The network bandwidth is 500kbps; 
Performance analysis of signal framing heuristic algorithm
The implementation tool of signal framing heuristic algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . With the signal characteristic table and specific framing algorithm selected by designer, the frame characteristic table will be produced.
Figure 2. Implementation tool of signal framing heuristic algorithm
Using 200 data benchmarks as the input of different signal framing heuristic algorithm, bandwidth consumption as the performance evaluation parameter, signal framing heuristic algorithm performance for bandwidth consumption optimization is shown from Figure 3 to Figure 6 . X axes represents signal load and Y axes represents the average bandwidth consumption of 10 benchmarks for each signal load after signal framing. According to the signal framing results of different heuristic algorithm, it can be concluded that:
(1) The performance of OSpF is the worst one. Moreover, the average bandwidth consumption with the lowest signal load (10%) of OSpF are 612.8kbps, 616.6kbps, 601.7kbps and 615.9kbps respectively corresponding to the ECU number with 4, 6, 8 and 10. The network load is greater than 100% with the given network bandwidth (500kbps). Therefore, the frame set produced by OSpF doesn't satisfy with the requirement of system schedulability.
(2) The performances of BFBCD-BCO and BFPI-BCO are superior to OSpF. But the performances between BFBCD-BCO and BFPI-BCO have no regularity because of different order rule of signals. It is shown from the statistic datum that the frame number produced by BFBCD-BCO is equal to or greater than that produced by BFPI-BCO, but the ratio of frame with the smallest period (10ms) produced by BFBCD-BCO is equal to or smaller than that produced by BFPI-BCO. Because bandwidth consumption is decided by frame number and frame period when there is the same frame length, therefore the performances between BFBCD-BCO and BFPI-BCO have no regularity. The performances of BFBCD-BCO and BFPI-BCO with the signal framing result of 10 ECUs and 10% signal load are analyzed and shown in Table 1 . For the first group data benchmark, the frame number and bandwidth consumption produced by BFBCD-BCO are 25 and 380kbps respectively, the frame number and bandwidth consumption produced by BFPI-BCO are 24 and 374kbps respectively. In terms of frame number and bandwidth consumption, the performance of BFBCD-BCO is worse than BFPI-BCO. For the second group data benchmark, the frame number and bandwidth consumption produced by BFBCD-BCO are 23 and 318kbps respectively, the frame number and bandwidth consumption produced by BFPI-BCO are 22 and 344kbps respectively. In terms of frame number, the performance of BFBCD-BCO is worse than BFPI-BCO. In terms of bandwidth consumption, the performance of BFBCD-BCO is better than BFPI-BCO. It is because that the ratio of frame with the smallest period (10ms) produced by BFBCD-BCO and BFPI-BCO are both 100% for the first group data benchmark. However, for the second data benchmark, the ratio of frame with the smallest period (10ms) produced by BFBCD-BCO is about 87% but it increases to 100% for BFPI-BCO.
(3) Although BFD-FNO is the heuristic algorithm for frame number optimization, its bandwidth consumption performance is also superior to other algorithms. It is because that not only the total frame number but also the frame with the smallest period (10ms) produced by BFD-FNO are equal to or less than other algorithms. For instance with the signal framing result of 10 ECUs and 10% signal load, the performance of BFD-FNO and BFBCD-BCO are analyzed. The frame number and the ratio of frame the smallest period (10ms) produced by BFD-FNO are 23.9 and about 75% respectively. However the frame number and the ratio of frame the smallest period (10ms) produced by BFBCD-BCO are 25.9 and about 90% respectively. Bandwidth consumption is calculated by frame number, frame period and frame length. Because the total frame number and the frame with the smallest period (10ms) produced by BFD-FNO are both equal to or less than that produced by BFBCD-BCO, thus the bandwidth consumption of BFD-FNO is superior to that of BFBCD-BCO under the condition of same frame length. The bandwidth consumption of BFD-FNO and BFBCD-BCO are 282.8kbps and 343.7kbps respectively.
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Conclusions
In this paper, we researched on the signal framing methods of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization. We described the signal framing problem of automotive embedded networked control system for bandwidth consumption optimization with mathematic model and illustrated the computing complexity of this problem with instance. Because this problem is a special bin-packing problem, we presented different signal framing methods, such as OSpF, BFD-FNO, BFBCD-BCO and BFPI-BCO, based on bin-packing heuristic algorithm. Applying NETCARBENCH, we obtained data benchmark of signal framing heuristic algorithm performance analysis. After executing implementation tool, it produced the frame set packaging data benchmark. By comparing and analyzing the signal framing results of different heuristic algorithms, we concluded that no matter the ECU number and signal load, BFD-FNO algorithm retain the signal framing efficiency not only for frame number optimization but also for bandwidth consumption optimization. In this paper, we researched on the signal framing methods aiming at CAN which is an event-triggered in-vehicle network protocol. With the appearance of high reliable automotive embedded networked control system such as X-by-Wire system, it is necessary to present and evaluate special signal framing methods according to time-triggered in-vehicle network protocol such as TTP/C [11] and FlexRay [12] etc.
